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Press release: news from Bastl Instruments: Kastle Kit, OMSynth MiniLab, bitRanger
addons
We are happy to announce that we have finished several products before the end of the
year.
First we finished documentation for the Kastle DIY Kit which is now available thru
noise.kitchen!
Second it is our great honor to offer the world excellent DIY product by Pete Edwards a.k.a.
Casperelectronics called the OMSynth MiniLab. The OMSynth miniLab is a circuit
development and performance interface designed to help inventors quickly build and
experiment with creative circuits. It was designed with beginners in mind but is perfectly
suited for seasoned builders and complex circuit development. The OMSynth offers all you
need to start inventing circuits to make sound and light. Potentiometers, audio mixer,
speaker headphone output, battery or adapter power and more. The OMSynth comes with
tutorial videos for making analog oscillators, sequencers and a lo-fi digital sampler.
Last but not least we have two new add-on boards for the bitRanger: Synapsis and the
bitBoard. The Synapsis is a 4x4 push-button matrix that offers performative control of the
bitRanger. The bitBoard is a breadboard add-on module that allows users to build custom
circuits and user interfaces for the bitRanger.
Videos:
OMSynth: h
 ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pRqn34d1VhU&feature=youtu.be
bitRanger addons: h
 ttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ksHCK38hjRU
Pricing and availability - all prices are excluding TAX
Kastle DIY Kit - 54 eur, when ordered before 12.12. Shipped before christmas
Store: http://noise.kitchen/shop/bastl/kastle-kit/
Kastle detailed demo video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k3b9iSbeeoo
OMSynth  info: http://casperelectronics.com/omsynth
OMSynth MiniLab assembled (including OSC parts kit) - 90 eur
OMSynth MiniLab DIY KIT (including OSC parts kit) - 70 eur
OMSynth SuperLab Bundle (OMSynth assembled and all parts kits) - 135 eur
+ More products
all products available in small quantities before christmas when ordered before 12.12. ,
Store: h
 ttp://noise.kitchen/product-category/bastl/omsynth/
bitRanger addons  info: http://www.bastl-instruments.com/instruments/bitranger/
Synapsis - available in 3 colors (black, green, orange) - 25 eur
bitBoard - 10 eur
bitBoard Bundle (with 4 switches, 2 pots, 2 buttons) - 25 eur
available in small quantities before christmas when ordered before 12.12.
Store: h
 ttp://noise.kitchen/product-category/bastl/bitranger/

